
BUILDING A FUTURE FOR COTUIT’S PAST
HSSC CAPITAL CAMPAIGN



WHO   *   WHAT   *    WHERE  *   HOW   *   WHY…

WHO 

 The importance of an historical society to 
any community, especially ours

 Family storyteller: the one who carries the 
memories and tells the family story to the 
next generation

 HSSC is the STORYTELLER of Cotuit – We 
are the caretakers and storytellers of 
Cotuit’s precious memories! 



WHAT

Overview of our Project:

 What are we planning on doing?

 We have a Grand Plan to Expand!  “Building a Future For Cotuit’s Past.”

 A project that is addressing a severe space shortage that is affecting our mission to tell the story of Cotuit and 
preserve its heritage for future generations.



WHERE

 It affects every aspect of our organization, but the most affected is with our ARCHIVES and COLLECTION

 Every building we own is affected including both museums, the Homestead, and the Gift shop.



WHY

 Why is this a problem? 

 Our ARCHIVES include Documents / Maps / Photographs / Books  all so vital to research and preserving the 
heritage and history of our village. The access to these is becoming so cumbersome because we have outgrown 
our space and items are hard to reach.

 Because of our space shortage, our COLLECTION is coming to a complete halt. We can no longer accept any 
items to our collection because we have no place to safely store it or preserve it.



WE ARE BURSTING AT THE SEAMS!



HOW ARE WE ADDRESSING THIS?

Demolish the Fire Museum 
and rebuild with a basement, 
gallery and second floor.

Enhanced gallery space 
and revitalized exhibits 
for the 21st century

Completion of the 
Dottridge Homestead 
Preservation Plan

Three Phased Plan:
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PHASE 1:  DIGGING DOWN AND RAISING THE ROOF! 



PHASE 2:  WELCOME COTUIT SKIFF ALOHA

 Enhanced Gallery Space:

 Open up common wall between two museums

 Revitalized displays including new interactive exhibits

 The Cotuit Skiff,  Aloha will find safe harbor in our museum!



PHASE 3: MAKE IT REAL

 Completion of the Dottridge Homestead Preservation 
Project:

 Started in 2017, the last element in our restoration of the 
Dottridge Homestead

 Remove the restroom from the Homestead and restore to 
original use as a ”buttery” or pantry.

 Move the restroom to the southwest corner of the current 
archive room, behind Gift Shop.



TIMELINE

 Phase I:  We plan to start construction by Fall of 2022.

 Phase 2: 2023-2024

 Phase 3: 2023-2024



HOW DO WE FUND THIS?

Estimate for project is $450,000

 We plan to fund through:

 35% Grants: (CPC, IMLS, CCF)

 15% Fundraising Events 

 50% Donations



FUNDRAISING AND DONATIONS:

DONATIONS can be made the following ways:

 Online: CotuitHistoricalSociety.org;

 Mail: Send checks to: HSSC,  PO Box 1484, 1148 Main Street, Cotuit, MA  02635

 A generous anonymous donor will match all 2021 donations before November 1st up to $100,00. 
Donate before November 1st and your donation will go twice as far!

 Please visit CotuitHistoricalSociety.org for additional information on this project.



BUILDING A FUTURE FOR COTUIT’S PAST

 Over 60 years ago our founders had the foresight tell the story of our little village and recognized it would 
strengthen our sense of identity as a community. 

 From HSSC’s standpoint,  it’s not only our responsibility, but our privilege, to leave a legacy to future Cotuit 
generations.

 This project will help us do just that.  Please donate today.



BUILDING A FUTURE FOR COTUIT’S PAST
HSSC CAPITAL CAMPAIGN

DONATE AT:

COTUITHISTORICALSOCIETY.ORG
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